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Introduction to Electric Bikes

We created this guide to show you what to look out for
when buying your first electric bike and help you find the
best possible ride for your budget.

Ultimately finding the right electric bike is a process of
elimination similar to any other buying decision so the
key is to eventually whittle options down to a 'shortlist' of
around 2 or 3 models to compare.
Will it be for commuting to work, health reasons or just a
bit of fun at the weekends?
Battery life, distance, budget and riding style will be key
factors so hopefully this guide will provide a good starting
point to help you decide.
Ok, Lets get started…..
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What Type of Ebike is right for me?

Most of us have a preferred type of bike frame style that we

gravitate towards, such as hybrid or mountain bikes for
example - for every standard bike type you will find an electric
equivalent so this should be pretty straight forward.
Your starting point should be to establish what you will be using
the bike for, whether it be commuting to work, off- road at the
weekends or city riding.

Consider your riding style, for example If you prefer more
upright riding positions then fold up models are great for this,
or maybe you prefer road bikes with a more forward facing
ride - either way, once you have established what your 'go to'
style is we can start narrowing down options.
For senior riders or if you have short legs then you may want to
consider either a step through frame or maybe a fold up option
as these will be much easier to get on and off. Fold up Electric
Bikes usually have lots of adjustment on the seat post and on
the handlebar stem if you struggle with the standard frame
sizes on more traditional models.

Ebike Classifications
When we refer to classes we mean categorisation - There are 3
main ‘Classes’ of Ebikes on the market which are as follows:

Class 1 ebike – Pedalecs or otherwise known as
‘Pedal Assist’

Pedal assisted bikes require the rider to pedal normally as they
would on a traditional bike however there is either a mid drive
motor located near the crank, or within the wheel hub ( usually on
the rear wheel) which provides assistance in some cases of anywhere
between 50 -350 times the effort you are actually putting in -this
makes the hills become very easy to climb at speed with very little
effort by the rider.

Class 2 ebikes- Throttle Assisted

Throttle assisted ebikes are most commonly used in the United
states and China as their laws allow it, Europe however prohibits
this class of ebike on public roads. These bikes use a throttle to
accelerate much like a moped or Motorcycle without any peddling
required from the rider.

Class 3 ebikes- Speed Pedelecs ( pedal assisted)

As the name suggests, Speed Pedalecs work in exactly the same way
as Class 1 Ebikes yet can reach speeds of up to 45kph! These are not
usually allowed on public roads unless you have a license and are
mainly used by off-road enthusiasts/ adrenaline junkies.
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Narrowing Down Your Search

A good place to start narrowing down your search is to understand what type of Electric
Bike you want and more importantly HOW you will be using it.

The below table shows a list of common uses and what types of Electric bike would be
suitable options for each, for example you should not be looking at a Road Bike if you intend
riding on the trails at the weekends.
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Electric Hybrid Bikes

Known as the 'all-rounder’, Hybrid Electric Bikes are

extremely popular and probably the most versatile type of ebike
as they perform very well over most types of terrain.

Hybrid Electric Bikes also make great commuter bikes as racks,
lights and mudguards usually come as standard on most models
or can be easily fitted.

Who are they for?
You should be looking at a Hybrid Electric Bike if you are
intending on doing some long days in the saddle and need
maximum range on a single charge yet don't want to be
restricted to any one type of terrain (within reason).

Pro’s:
•
•
•

Excellent ‘All Rounder’
Long Range
Good for Commuters

Cons:
•
•
•

weight
Price
Storage

Read more about Electric Hybrid Bikes here

The ultimate ‘All Rounder’ for long days in the
saddle or perfect for commuting
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Electric Mountain Bikes

Otherwise known as Emtb’s, Electric Mountain Bikes are

made for the dirt tracks and for climbing steep inclines they
come equipped with some of the most powerful mid- drive
motors on the market.
Emtb’s are designed to be light, nimble and able to cope with
more severe off-road terrain at high speeds downhill.

Who are they for?
For serious off-road riders - recreational rather than everyday
so bear this in mind if you want something more practical.
High end models can be expensive

Pro’s:
•
•
•
•

Off Road
Powerful Motors
Climbing
Lightweight

Cons:
•
•
•

Price
Limited uses
Storage

Read more about Electric Mountain Bikes Here

Powerful and lightweight – perfect for the dirt
lovers
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Electric Mountain Bikes

Want to keep up with the spandex boys? Then this is the bike
for the job.

Electric Road bikes are like the old 'Racer' style design and are
for the road enthusiast. Forward aggressive riding position
designed for speed and the perfect road machines.
They are lightweight and fast with lots of range and are
becoming more popular with the cycling communities and clubs.

Who are they for?
Great choice if you want to stay up with the pack, not so good
for any other terrain than paved surfaces.

Pro’s:
•
•
•
•

Speed
Road use
Climbing
Lightweight

Cons:
•
•
•

Price
Off Road
Storage

Expect to pay big money for the high end models,
built for speed and endurance
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Electric Folding Bikes

If you have short legs, lack of storage or need to carry your

electric bike then the fold up options should be a good place to
start looking.
These ebike are extremely popular as there are many budget
options which are good for commuters.
Be warned though, they are not exactly lightweight but they
can be stored away easily and are great for shorter trips.

Who are they for?
Perfect for commuters, city riders who have limited space

Pro’s:
•
•
•
•
•

Foldable
Short trips
portable
Adjustable
Budget Options

Cons:
•
•

Range
Can be Heavy

Read more about Electric Folding bikes here
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Electric Fat Tyre Bikes

For wild adventures exploring the great outdoors

These bikes have taken-off recently and considered to be more
of a cross over between a mountain bike and a hybrid as they
are designed for 'Trekking' across rough terrains so higher end
models have distance in mind and come with decent battery
range.
The Fatter Tires make for a more comfortable ride and better
traction over rough terrain and also snowy conditions.

Who are they for?
Perfect for adventurers and trekkers who want to explore
rugged mountain and wild terrains

Pro’s:
•
•
•
•

Off Road Exploring
Range
Comfort
Budget

Cons:
•
•

City Riding
Heavy
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Electric Hunting Bikes

Similar to the Fat Tire electric bikes but these come equipped

with some cool accessories for carrying hunting equipment like
bows and rifles which can be fitted to the side of the rear racks
and parts of the frame.
Some Electric Hunting Bike models have tow hitches on the rear
racks for specially adapted trailers to transport the days
accomplishments, or extra gear.
Designed to be very quiet ( for obvious reasons) and popular
because hunters can travel long distances on a single charge
across rugged terrain.

Who are they for?

Popular with the hunting community due to available
accessories including trailers and racks to carry hunting
equipment

Pro’s:
•
•
•
•

Carrying gear
Range
Comfort
Stealth

Cons:
•
•

City Riding
Heavy
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Electric Cargo Bikes
These are the 'Work Horses' of the electric bike market, capable
of carrying (in some cases) up to 350KG loads ( Including the
rider).
Electric Cargo Bikes are becoming increasingly popular with
delivery firms as part of their courier fleets for ‘Last Mile’
deliveries in order to bring down their carbon footprint,
especially in the inner cities.
Great range though and you won’t be worrying about running
out of charge in a hurry.

Who are they for?
Anyone who wants to carry lots of stuff

Pro’s:
•
•
•

Carrying gear
Range
Comfort

Cons:
•
•
•

Off-Road
Heavy
Cost

Read More About Electric Cargo Bikes here

Cargo bikes have longer rear racks as they are built
for carrying heavier loads.
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So how do ebikes work when it
comes to battery life?

There are many variables that determine how far and how

fast you can go on a single charge - This again all depends on
rider weight, weather and Level of assistance.
See the below example for a 400Wh ( Watt Hour) battery
which shows on a low level of assist (blue) the rider could cycle
up to 160KM on a single charge.
If using high level of assist (Light Grey) then range will be
significantly reduced with only 50KM on a single full charge.

Every rider is different however most will only switch up to
higher assist levels on the steeper hills and use a reduced level of
assist on the flats which preserves battery life and range.

For longer Range look for models that can
accommodate either a 400WH or 500WH ( Watt
Hour) battery pack.
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Batteries – What to look out for

The battery is one of the most expensive components on an
electric bike which determines how long you can ride with
assistance before having to charge.

Exposure to very cold or very hot temperatures for prolonged
periods of time will deplete the overall life span of your battery
and effect the range over time so make sure you remove and
store inside overnight.
Charging time usually takes anything from 3 to 6 hours
depending on manufacturer.

Make sure the battery can be removed from the frame so that
is can be charged off the bike.
Most should have the option to lock the battery to the frame
which is preferred for extra security.
You will also see a slight drop in range (Usually between 5 –
8%) if you are riding in very hot or cold temperatures but this
is normal

Look for models where the battery can be removed
and locked onto the bike.
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Which Motors are best?
Either types of motor have their own good and bad points but
it ultimately comes down to budget at the end of the day.

Hub motors were for a long time considered the standard

with Ebikes which have the drive train integrated into the hub
of the wheel ( Usually Rear) and require little or no
maintenance.
You will find these on Fold Up Ebikes as they don’t infringe on
the frame geometry and are perfectly suitable for city riding
and light use on the trails, however they can be fitted onto
almost any bike, popular with the DIY bike market.

Hub Motors are usually found on the lower end of the price
scale as they are cheaper to manufacture and easy to replace
however tyre changes can be cumbersome.

Pro’s:
•
•
•
•

Low Maintenance
Fine for most bikes
DIY Conversions
Budget

Cons:
•
•

Weight
Tyre Changes

Hub motors come on most electric bikes, especially
on models low to mid price range
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Which Motors are best?

Mid Drive motors are located at the bottom of the frame

incorporated into the crank, these can output huge torque vs
the hub Motors and work in sync with the gears powered by
the chain.

These are favoured by the Mountain Bikers for better weight
distribution and the power they can output when it comes to
steep inclines.
Bosch, Yamaha and Shimano are at the top of the tree in terms
of brand and all have several options within their ranges

Pro’s:
•
•
•
•

Powerful
Torque
Range
Climbing

Cons:
•

Costs

Mid Drive Motors are usually on the higher end
models, but offer lots of power on the hills
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Buyers Checklist !
Establish Budget

P
P Establish how you will be using the bike
P Establish preferred riding style/ frame

P Establish Battery Range Required
P

Establish Motor Preference

P Security and overnight storage
P

Narrow down to 3 favourite Brand/Models

So by this stage in the buying process we would hope that you
have been able to check off the list to the left and have
narrowed down your search to 3 favourite models to decide on.
Its likely that one of these will be the perfect Electric bike for
you and all that’s left to do is book a test ride or just place the
order!
Great Work! – Read on to see how you can get 40% off
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How to Pay 40% Less!

So….. As promised, yes, it is possible to pay up to 40% less on
brand new electric bikes and this is how:

1. If you buy a bike via your employer then they will pay the
initial full cost of the bike ( you can also include helmets, locks
and any other accessories)
2.The Employee repays the company the full amount monthly
out of their salary HOWEVER, the amount you pay back is out
of your gross pay ( Before Tax and NI)
3. This means for a basic rate Tax Payer you would save up to
32% ( 20% Tax / 12% NI) or for a higher rate Tax Payer up to
42% ( 40% Tax/ 2%NI)

How does my Employer Benefit?
•

Your Employer can save up to 13% on employer NI
Contributions

•

Fitter Healthier Staff

•

Valuable Green Credentials for the company

•

Attractive Benefit for Employees

Example 1:
Employee Salary of £35K Per Annum ( Basic Rate Tax payer)

Bike Cost: £2500
Helmet: £50
Lock £100
Total Cost: £2650
Income Tax Saving = £530
NI Saving £318
Total Savings: £848
Final Cost of the bike £1802!

Percentage Saving of 32%

Example 2:
Employee Salary of £60K Per Annum (Higher Rate Tax Payer)
Bike Cost: £2500
Helmet: £50
Lock £100
Total Cost: £2650
Income Tax Saving = £1060
NI Saving £53
Total Savings: £1113

Final Cost of the bike £1537!

Percentage Saving of 42%
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Conclusion

Ultimately, when buying anything in life, it really comes down

to personal choice and thankfully the electric bike market has
something to offer everyone, regardless of shape, size and fitness
levels.
More importantly Ebikes have made it possible for many who
previously may not have been able to ride for health reasons the
opportunity to enjoy cycling all over again.
We hope at the very least this guide has given you some useful
buying tips and helped you decide on what electric bike would
be best suited to your needs.
If you would like to check out some of our reviews the you can
read them here.

In the meantime ride safe!
Electric Bike Buyer
https://ebike-buyer.com/

